Operational intelligence Platform
Because every second counts
ClearPriority’s
ClearPriority s RealReal-Time Operational Intelligence Platform enables decisiondecision-makers
real--time alerts
to respond to changing business conditions by providing them with real
and insight, so they may take meaningful decisions while it still matters
Business Need
The pace of business is forcing enterprises to react ever more rapidly to changing business
conditions and customer requirements. A responsive business needs to be event-driven to monitor
massive volumes of data that flow through applications, websites, email systems, and various
sensors and devices. Operation managers, in particular, require real-time access and insight into
this event data for better decision-making.
The ClearPriority Intelligence
Intelligence Platform
Clear Priority Intelligence is an open and general-purpose continuous monitoring technology, The
ClearPriority Intelligence Platform makes it easier to manage a complex and distributed
environment. It consolidates risk-related data from multiple network, platform and application
sources. Near real-time data extraction, transformation and correlation capabilities let you keep
tabs on operational activity.

Critical alerts

Features
•

Open Architecture - ClearPriority’s open, application-independent infrastructure provides
unique flexibility for monitoring high-impact risks and anomalies across both business and
IT environments.

•

State of the art intelligence – Our correlation engine is based on ground breaking research
and advanced mathematical concepts to let you correlate data across complex and
dynamic systems

•

Business level modelling - An intuitive, event-based graphical notation lets you express
business and risk situations in a natural and straightforward manner without IT support.

A Business Friendly Environment
ClearPriority’s
ClearPriority s Development Studio - reduces the effort needed to create new monitoring
applications. An intuitive, event-based graphical notation lets you express business and risk
situations in a natural and straightforward manner.

Simple modelling

For example, you can rapidly define new sources and rules, and implement controls in the form of
real-time alerts and Key Performance and Risk Indicators (KXIs) without IT intervention.
Who will benefit
Intended for business managers who make operational
decisions, ClearPriority is a real-time operational intelligence
platform. It enables non-technical users to rapidly create
customized monitoring applications that provide up-to-themoment visibility into information.
ClearPriority’s new generation of event monitoring technology
enables high-throughput, low-latency analytics through
advanced dashboards and alerts, enabling real-time insight
into business operations.
Unlike existing technologies, such as Business Intelligence
(BI) and Business Activity Monitoring (BAM) that provide
delayed or narrow operational data analysis, ClearPriority delivers visibility into what is happening,
as it happens. Organizations can understand their business opportunities and risks within
shrinking decision windows:
 Operation managers can visualize, analyze and act in real time on operational data originating
from a wide variety of operational data sources.
 Real-time information is provided “in context”, based on a specific manager’s goals and
objectives.
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